
Pole Installation with Tie Pole Hardware 
 
Tie Pole Hardware can be used to install poles to a supporting wall when ceiling is too high or otherwise 
unsuitable for compression pole mounting.  In most commercial applications it is recommended to have 
one tie pole section at the top of the pole and one section towards the bottom of the pole.  Note: Tie Pole 
sections must be ordered to match the depth of the shelves being supported. 
 
Installing the Tie Pole into the Pole 
Each tie pole section will use two anchor brackets.  One “L” Shaped anchor bracket will connect to the 
vertical pole.  The other anchor bracket will connect the tie pole to the wall. 
 
Slide the shorter end of the anchor bracket into the Tie Pole section and leave space for the longer end to 
slide into the pole channel.  Tighten the anchor bracket set screw with an allen wrench onto the tie pole 
section.  For the wall attachment side, insert the longer end of the anchor bracket into the tie pole section 
and tighten with allen wrench. 
 
Your poles should have the tie pole sections installed with the access slots facing the wall and with the 
rubber bottom piece on the bottom.  Insert the Tie Pole section in the top and the bottom and tighten 
with allen wrench to secure onto the vertical pole.   
 
Locate the Poles against the wall 
Carefully located each pole vertically in front of the wall with the Tie Pole touching the wall.  Mark the 
mounting hole location on the top but do not attach the bottom tie pole section until the shelf brackets 
are located on the poles. (If applicable)  The maximum recommended spacing between poles is 32”.   
 
Installing brackets into the poles 
Insert the shelf brackets into the proper position of the poles through the access slot by holding at 45 
degree angle.  Lock into position by pushing down to 90 degrees.  Based on design, place the proper 
number of brackets on each pole.   Note: Once the brackets are in place, move the bottom tie pole to a 
position where it is between brackets and not blocking the shelf from resting on the bracket.  (If 
applicable)  Mark location and attach to wall. 
 
Before loading the shelves, make certain that the poles are plumb and that the shelves fit securely 
between the poles and the wall.  Note: Poles may feel unstable when they are first installed.  Once the 
shelves are installed and loaded, the system will become rigid. 
 

 
 
 
  


